W e are now at the end of another year, and with it, readers and writers of the Journal are at the end of ten. A time to pause, a time for recollection.
While collecting my own thoughts as I reflect over the decade past, I notice that one editorial is missing in what should be a sequence of four on the theme of death. Now is the time, before the end of this year and this decade, to complete that sequence.
Before Death? In After death? The focus in this editorial (2) was on those left behind, on those experiencing the being of loneliness in the universe after the death of a loved being to whom one had been bound, stronger still, to whom one had been "membered" as arm to shoulder and flesh to flesh. In that silence after death one hears for the longest while only the echoes of emptiness. One mourns, and to mourn is to remember, and remembering is morẽ lan simply recalling. That is how the young man, m the third of Seamus Heaney's Clearances poems, mourned "her" with whom he had peeled potatoes as a boy:
I remembered her head bent towards my head, Her breath in mine, our fluent dipping knives -Never closer the whole rest of our lives (3) In the remembrance was the reality of being still bound, of being still membered to her. That r~ality brought a presence to a silence that at fIrst echoed only emptiness after that terribly definitive moment of departure.
Death at the end of this century? A doctor, pained and reflective after the death of many of his young AIDS patients, pushed me to the wall, and into this editorial (4), when he insisted I respond to his question: "David, do you think there is life after death? Aren't we, small and insignificant, caught for a short time, our lifetime, between two impenetrable darknesses: where we have come from and where we are going?"
The reflective response to this insistent question centered on where we seem to be, late in this century, when we confront death. We seem no longer to have one great book from which we can read words of strength and promise to awaken acts of hope in people who tremble when cumulative losses and impending death crack the protective shell of everyday routine thoughts, images, and dreams. Where are we, late in this century, as we confront death? Right up to the borders, it would seem, of an increasingly intolerable repression and distraction that mark our era in Western civilization.
Distraction? From what? The great repression and distraction of late 20th century Western civilization force us, it would seem, into silence about what we feel on the frontier of death's darkness. We seem cut off from the deepest questions our own inteIligence would ask, because these are questions to which neither we ourselves, nor any other human agency, can adequately respond. So, we learn not to ask these questions anymore.
CONTROL AT ALL COSTS?
We live in a fragmented world, in a world in which language largely no longer conveys the shared vision of humanity, and the shared hopes, within which we could talk to one another about the terrible uncertainties towards which our own intelligence, if given free rein, would thrust us. To face those uncertainties, and to confront them openly in fragile conversation with others, would drag us all towards a darkness where no data, no concepts, no hypotheses, and no proof can silence or calm the dread, and the rage, with which an awakened human spirit can shake when contemplating the apparently alltoo-real and inevitable fate of personal extinction.
• •
To enter this darkness is to lose control, and that loss, is what we, at the end of this century, seem increasingly to dread above all. That dimension of suffering, the sense of a loss of control, the sense that we are not absolute masters of our destiny, just as we are not our own creators, seems to be increasingly intolerable to many as they face their own death within our post-modernist culture.
To be conscious is indeed to suffer, and heightened consciousness opens the mind onto frontiers of the deepest existential uncertainty. What do we then do when we cannot find a language within which we can suffer these uncertainties together? One option is to flee into autonomy, into an act of seemingly ultimate control; the act of ending one's life, of destroying that consciousness within which one senses only one's own essential isolation.
Current debates about euthanasia are not only about inadequate management of pain and symptoms; not only about insensitive misuse of life-pro-illngingrechnclo~.Thedemandsfurrnp~painless death, and the debates these demands provoke, are a signal that we all, at the end of this century, have entered a very deep crisis about how we understand and experience the human condition.
A SPACE FOR GRACE?
The condition human beings enter into when death can no longer be postponed, and they are now dying, reflects a terrible tension between G.M. Hopkins' "Not, I'll not ... despair ... Not untwist -slack they may be -these last strands of man in me ... " (5) and C. Aiken's "I am tired. I have struggled in vain, my decision was fruitless, why then do I wait? With darkness, so easy, at hand! ... I am vanquished by terror of life. The walls mount slowly about me in coldness ... I cried out, was answered by silence ... " (6) Those suffer most, perhaps, who have both these experiences and live in the space between them, tom simultaneously in both directions, towards a will to hope and towards despair. I tum to an ancient word, grace, to suggest what can occur within that space if people can find the community and the courage required to keep it open. Grace, an ancient theological word pointing to a possibility of human experience that, untied to any particular religion, can occur whenever human beings confront their essential contingency and limits.
Michel, the physician dying from AIDS and, shortly before his death, interviewed in the Quebec documentary film, Medecins de Coeur, exemplifies what can happen within the space of consciousness kept open between distraction and despair. He spoke of life as being so much more than a right. Faced with the loss of all, Michel experienced life as a privilege, as a gift. He spoke of returning that gift to others, in his case by his dedicated medical care of those who, so often, had been totally abandoned by everyone else. Returning that gift, he said, was part of the tide of life, and that tide, he was sure, would flow back to him, in unending waves of blessing.
To experience life,even through all its losses, as a wondrous gift is itself a gift. That, in part, is the meaning of grace: something wondrous happens to us, frees us, so that for a short moment there is no death. And that something happens to us, comes upon us as gift, rather than as an achievement issuing from our own command center of control. Evans-Wentz's introduction to the Bardo Thodol, the Tibetan Book of the Dead, relates the story of Milarepa, the Tibetan monk, who finished his life in and with a song of gratitude (7) . He lived out his last moments integrating all of his days and experiences into a recollecting act of thanks for all he had received. That recollecting act drew him out of the ever-looming experience of fearful isolation and membered him again to all those who had given him something of his life. To experience oneself, and to live oneself out, as gift received and gift to be given corresponds to a fundamental dimension of human existence and human experience.
It seems to be increasingly difficult for the dying, now at the end of this century, to keep open a space for grace. What comes to us as grace, that we cannot command. Nor can any of us guarantee to anyone else, to anyone dying, that the space kept open between distraction and despair will ever be filled with a "Milosz moment", however short, in which there is no death. The choice though, is there: to suffer with others, and to be present to them in that space where they await for grace -or to close that space in upon them in despair.
